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INTEGRAL IDENTITIES OF NORMS

AND CHARACTERIZATION OF INNER PRODUCT SPACES

CASLAV V. STANOJEVIC AND ANA M. SUCHANEK

Abstract. Integral identities of norms over compact groups are used to char-

acterize inner product spaces. These integral identities also generalize the Penico-

Stanojevic [1] integral form of the parallelogram law.

1. Recently Penico and Stanojevic [1] proved that a normed complex linear space

.A/ is an inner product space if and only if

— f^lKcos t)x + (sin t)yf dt < I,
2.TT Jq

for all unit vectors x and y in .A/. This characterization is an integral analogue to

the Schoenberg [2] version of the classical M. M. Day [3] result.

In this paper we shall consider a more general type of integral of norms than the

one in the prior inequality, and show that certain integral identities characterize

inner product spaces among normed linear spaces.

2. Throughout the paper N will denote a normed complex linear space, C the

field of complex numbers and Y = {z\ \z\ = 1}, the unit circle of C.

In the next theorem we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for N to be

an inner product space in terms of norm integrals over compact groups.

Theorem. Let G be a compact topological group with normalized Haar measure /t,

and let y ^ I be a continuous homomorphism of G into T. Then N is an inner product

space if and only if

f\\x + y(g)y\\2dp=\\x\\2+\\y\\2 (*)JG

for all x, y G N.

Proof. The "only if part. Notice that from

f y(g) dy. = f y(ag) dp = y(a) f y(g) dfi
JG JG JG

it follows that

(y(g)dti = 0 (f)
JG

for y 2Ê 1.
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Assume that N is an inner product space. Then

/ ||* + y(g)yf dy =||x||2 +||>f +ÍRe[^(g)(x,y)] dy.,
G G

where (•, •) is the inner product in N. The integral on the right-hand side is zero

because of (f). Hence (*) follows.

The "if" part. Any complex two-dimensional subspace N2 of N can be consid-

ered as a real four-dimensional space, and the unit sphere 52 of N2, as a central

convex body in that real four-dimensional space. Let E be an ellipsoid inscribed in

S2 and having maximal four-dimensional volume. Then, from a result of Dvoretzky

and Rogers [4], it follows that there are two complex linearly independent vectors x

and v in E n S2.

The ellipsoid E induces a euclidean norm \\ ■ \\E on N2, and E is the unit sphere

of N2 with respect to || • H^. Thus

114-M-telU-MU-i-
Since E c S2, we have that \\u\\ < ||u||£ for all u G N2.

Let x and y be the previous complex linearly independent vectors, and let a and

ß be any two complex numbers. Since N2 is an inner product space with respect to

|| • || E, it follows that (*) holds for any ax, ßy G N2, i.e.

f ||«x + y(g)ßy\\Edy =\\axfE + \\ßy\\2E = |«|2 +\ß\2.
JG

Assume (*) and recall that || • || < || • \\E. Then

|a|2 + \ß\2 = ||«x||2 + \\ßyf = f ||ax + y(g)ßyf dy
JG

<  i||ax+ Y(g)JSv||2£i//1=|a|2+|^|2.
JG

Hence

f(\\ax + y(g)ßy\\2E -\\ax + y(g)ßyf) dy = 0.
JG

Since for every open subset U of G, y( U) > 0, and since the integrand of the last

integral is a nonnegative continuous function in g, we have that

\\«x + y(g)ßy\\E =\\«x + y(g)ßy\\

for all g G G. In particular for g = e, \\ax + ßy\\E = \\ax + ßy\\ for all a, ß G C.

Every vector u G N2 is a linear combination of x andy, i.e. u = ax + ßy. Hence

we proved that \\u\\E = \\u\\ for all u G N2.

From the standard result it follows that N is an inner product space. This

completes the proof of the theorem.

3. The scope of our theorem is best viewed through the following examples.

Example 1. Let G = R/2irZ, with the quotient topology y(t) = e" and let y be

the Lebesgue measure on G. Then N is an inner product space if and only if
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fjx + e"y\\2dt = ¿Jo2lx + e'yf dt =\\xf +\\yf,

for all x,y G N.

Example 2. Let y be the normalized arc length on T. On the n-dimensional torus

G = II"_ iry, for each //-tuple n = (mx, . . ., mn) of integers, the function

n

YmOi».. •. o - n */»
y=i

is a continuous homomorphism from G into C. Then N is an inner product space if

and only if

JrJr       Jr

for all x, y G N.

In particular we have that N is an inner product space if and only if

/||x-r-Z>||2H=||x||2+||,||2

for all x, v G N.

Example 3. A normed complex linear space N is an inner product space if and

only if

1 çlm rim rim

(2m)n Jo   Jo       "Jo

for all xk G N.
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x + \m \d*A\dz2\ ...Kz„|=||x||2+||v||2

e"-x„
k=\

dtxdt2...dt„= 2 IKII2
*-i


